
 Symbol (on DB) Value  Symbol Value  Symbol (on DB) Value  Symbol (on DB) Value  Symbol Value  Symbol Value

 . . Full fall, terminal fall  // Terminal break  || ||
Prosodic-set / 
utterance boundary

 . . Statement  C0
Final conclusive contour, 
falling and low

 /L
LUU with 
syntactic/interactional cue

 ? ? Not specified  || ↗ ︎ ||/
Prosodic-set / 
utterance boundary 
(with rising tone)

 ... ...
Incomplete 
statement, 
incertitude

 Ci Rising interrogative contour  /R LUU with a reactive token

 ! ! Not specified  ¡ i Directive
 ? ? Question
 @ @ Vocative

 ! !
Exclamation (can be 
combined with other 
marks, also NT ones)

 , , Partial fall  / Non-terminal break  | ↗ ︎  |/

Non-terminal 
Prosodic / 
Information Module 
(PM/IM) boundary 
with rising tone

 , ,

Default continuity 
(may be combined 
with illocutionary 
force marks)

 Cc

Complex contour: slightly 
falling on stressed syllable, 
rising on the final syllable. 
Continuation majeure for 
long sentences

 /sp
SUU with a pause more than 
0.1 seconds

 … … Not specified  | ⟶ |-

Non-terminal PM/IM 
boundary with level 
(or slightly rising or 
slightly falling) tone

 : :

Used in front of lists, 
explanations, direct 
and semi-direct 
speech

 C2
Falling contour, variant of Cc 
in short or average length 
sentences

 /sd
SUU with a prosodic 
disjuncture

[0]
Aligned unit without 
an explicit mark

 # #
Abrupt nonterminal 
PM/IM ending

 — ---
Split (EDU split in 2 
parts because ano-
ther EDU wedges in)

 C1 Rising contour

 == ==
Self-repair in EDUs 
boundaries

 Cn Flat neutralized contour

 -L (at the end of TU)  + Interrupted utterance  — --- Truncated PM/IM [0]
Aligned unit without 
an explicit mark 
(Navy, turn 4)

 /F
LUU with a fragment or 
suspended utterance

 - (in the middle of TU)  [/n]
Retracting (n is the number 
of retracted words)

[0]
Aligned unit without 
an explicit mark 
(Navy, turn 4)

 --L (at the end of TU)
 -- (in the middle of TU)

 ?? Not specified
 NON 

TRANSCRIBED (X)
[ntrsc]  [ntrsc] [ntrsc] [ntrsc]  [ntrsc]  [ntrsc]

 ALTERNATIVE 
TAGGING

 (tag ) Alternative tagging  (tag ) Alternative tagging  ¦ (|)
EDU could be divi-
ded into more EDUs

Martin (MRT) Maruyama (MAY)Izreel (IZR)
 BREAK TYPE

 INTERRUPTIONS & 
DISFLUENCIES (+)

 -

 --

Kibrik-Korotaev-Podlesskaya (KKP)Chafe and Mithun (CHA, MIT)

 TERMINAL (T)

 NON TERMINAL 
(NT)

Cresti-Raso (CNR)


